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Abstract A Simon effect occurs when the irrelevant spatial
attributes of a stimulus conflict with choice responses based
on non-spatial stimulus attributes. Many theories of the Simon
effect assume that activation from task-irrelevant spatial attri-
butes becomes available before the activation from task-
relevant attributes. We refer to this as the time-difference ac-
count. Other theories follow a magnitude-difference account,
assuming activation from relevant and irrelevant attributes
becomes available at the same time, but with the activation
from irrelevant attributes initially being stronger. To distin-
guish these two accounts, we incorporated the response-
signal procedure into the reach-to-touch paradigm to map
out the emergence of the Simon effect. We also used a care-
fully calibrated neutral condition to reveal differences in the
initial onset of the influence of relevant and irrelevant infor-
mation. Our results establish that irrelevant spatial information
becomes available earlier than relevant non-spatial informa-
tion. This finding is consistent with the time-difference ac-
count and inconsistent with the magnitude-difference account.
However, we did find a magnitude effect, in the form of re-
duced interference from irrelevant information, for the second
of a sequence of two incongruent trials.

Keywords Attention . Selective attention . Cognitive
control . Automaticity

Introduction

Being fast and accurate in a choice task often requires
selective attention to relevant stimulus attributes, particularly
when irrelevant attributes are associated with a conflicting
response. In the laboratory, choice conflict is commonly
studied using variants of the Stroop (1935) task, where the
irrelevant dimension is usually linguistic, and the Simon task
(Simon & Rudell, 1967), where interference arises from cor-
respondence between the irrelevant spatial attributes of stimuli
and responses. MacLeod’s (1991) review of the Stroop litera-
ture endorses two models, Cohen, Dunbar and McClelland
(1990) – where interference depends on the relative strengths
of relevant and irrelevant stimulus attributes, and Logan
(1980) – which also allows for differences in the relative
speed-of-processing of relevant and irrelevant attributes.
Subsequent, highly influential papers have elaborated the
strength-only perspective into a general behavioral and neural
theory of conflict resolution and cognitive control (e.g.,
Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Miller &
Cohen, 2001). Theories of the Simon task, in contrast, have in
the main emphasized the importance of relative speed-of-
processing.

Hommel (1993a) proposed that the task-irrelevant spatial
information in the Simon task is encoded rapidly, but that it
also decays rapidly. Themagnitude of interference depends on
the temporal overlap between response activation caused by
the transient spatial information and response activation
caused by a slower and more persistent encoding of task-
relevant information. De Jong, Liang, and Lauber (1994) pro-
posed a dual-route model (see also Frith & Done, 1986;
Kornblum, Hasbroucq & Osman, 1990; Sanders, 1967) com-
bining a fast direct route that transiently encodes spatial infor-
mation with a second slower route that can, by itself, also be a
source of interference. The slower route performs a
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transformation of the stimulus that is supposed to follow task
instructions, but it can also produce interference because both
relevant and irrelevant attributes are encoded (Hedge &
Marsh, 1975). This stimulus-compatibility interference broad-
ened earlier purely stimulus-response compatibility conceptu-
alizations, leading Hasbroucq and Guiard (1991) to character-
ize the Simon effect as a spatial variant of the Stroop effect.
They located the stimulus compatibility effect in a stimulus-
identification stage but subsequently Lu and Proctor (1994)
reported evidence consistent with both compatibility effects
influencing the same response-selection stage.

Dual-route architectures are now common in models of the
Simon effect (e.g., Ridderinkhof, 2002a; Tagliabue, Zorzi,
Umilta, & Bassignani, 2000). The fast and slow routes are
often referred to as, respectively, Bdirect^ and Bcognitive^
routes, and the magnitude of Simon-effect interference is as-
sumed to be a function of both the relative speed and strength
of the two routes (Lu & Proctor, 1995). A direct route instan-
tiating Ban initial tendency to react towards the source of
stimulation^ (Craft & Simon, 1970, p.415) has strong face
validity. This is particularly so in the most commonly used
Bhorizontal^ version of the Simon task –where the stimuli and
response keys are located on the left and right – given the
tendency to reach for a source of lateral stimulation with the
corresponding hand that is learned early in life and is perhaps
to some degree innate (Umilta & Zorzi, 1997).

The primary aim of the present study is to determine
whether, as is usually assumed, activation from task-
irrelevant attributes becomes available earlier than activation
from task-relevant attributes. We will refer to this possibility
as the Btime-difference account.^ Alternatively, it is equally
possible that activation from both relevant and irrelevant attri-
butes become available at the same time, but with the activa-
tion from irrelevant attributes initially being stronger. We will
refer to this as the Bmagnitude-difference account.^ The a
priori plausibility of the time difference account can be vali-
dated by consulting the neuroanatomical paths supporting the
processing of the different attributes and independently tested,
such as by measuring simple reaction times to each, but the
same cannot be said for the magnitude approach. Our analysis
aims to address this imbalance.

Figure 1 schematically depicts the magnitude-difference
and time-difference explanations for conflict trials, where pos-
itive values indicate activation favoring the correct response
(see Ivanoff, Klein, & Lupianez, 2002, and Ivanoff, 2003, for
related depictions of models of the time course of the factors
underlying the Simon effect). Critically, the total activation,
which is the sum of relevant and irrelevant activation, is sim-
ilar in both cases, varying between −1 and 1, demonstrating
that both explanations yield the same (correct) predictions for
the time course of the conflict effect. This is especially true for
measures, like response latencies or accuracy rates, insofar as
both accounts correctly predict larger interference effects in

the earliest responses and attenuated interference effects in
later responses. Thus, to date it has been very difficult to
distinguish the time- and magnitude-difference accounts of
the Simon effect. Fortunately, it is possible to adjudicate these
two accounts by including a neutral condition in a task that
incorporates a measure that can reveal the emergence of the
Simon effect over time.

To distinguish the time- and magnitude-difference ac-
counts, one needs to distinguish the relative differences in
time between when the task-relevant and task-irrelevant infor-
mation first begin to influence the behavioral response. To
isolate the influence of task-relevant information, we use a
neutral stimulus, which is presented along the vertical merid-
ian and, therefore, does not carry with it any task-irrelevant
spatial information. We then take advantage of the temporal
resolution afforded by the reach-to-touch paradigm (Buetti &
Kerzel, 2008, 2009; Finkbeiner, Coltheart & Coltheart, 2014)
to identify the points in time that the task-relevant and task-
irrelevant spatial information first begin to influence the re-
sponse. If these are the same points in time, the magnitude-
difference account should be favored. If, though, one finds
that the task-irrelevant spatial information begins to influence
the response earlier than the task-relevant information, the
time-difference account should be favored. In what follows,
we take advantage of the ability of the reach-to-touch para-
digm to reveal the emergence of experimental effects across
time to identify the points in time that the task-relevant and
irrelevant information first begin to influence the response. To
anticipate our results, our findings support the time-difference
account – insofar as we find that the task-irrelevant spatial
position of the target stimulus begins to influence responses
before the task-relevant information does – but that a
magnitude-difference account has a role in modulation of the
Simon effect by trial history (i.e., sequential effects, Hommel,
Proctor, & Vu, 2004; Stürmer et al., 2002).

In the next section we examine three major sources of ev-
idence about the time course of interference in the Simon task:
(1) manipulations of discriminability and stimulus-onset asyn-
chrony that affect the time at which relevant and irrelevant
information becomes available, (2) differences in the magni-
tude of interference for fast and slow responses, and (3) hemi-
spheric asymmetries in evoked response potentials (ERPs).
We then report the results of two experiments that use quanti-
tative characteristics of reaching movements to provide a fine-
grained characterization of the time course of the influence of
relevant and irrelevant information in the Simon effect.

The Simon effect

The Simon effect was first quantified in terms of an increase in
mean error rates and response time (RT) for incongruent trials
(e.g., a stimulus requiring a left-hand response presented on
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the right) relative to congruent trials (e.g., a stimulus requiring
a left hand response presented on the left). In Simon and
Rudell’s (1967) original study auditory stimuli were presented
either on the left or right and participants were instructed to
press a button with their left hand when they heard the word
Bleft^ and press a button with their right hand when they heard
the word Bright.^ Interference can be defined as a positive
quantity corresponding to RTor error rates for congruent trials
subtracted from the corresponding measure for incongru-
ent trials. Interference occurs both when stimulus-
response associations are pre-existing, as in Simon and
Rudell’s study, and also when they are defined by task
ins t ruc t ions (e .g . , l e f t and r igh t responses to ,
respectively, high and low tones, Simon & Small, 1969,
or red and green patches, Hedge & Marsh, 1975).

Simon, Acosta, Mewaldt, and Speidel (1976) investigated
the time course of the Simon effect by delaying responding.
Their first experiment used what is now referred to as a
Bstandard^ design (Proctor Miles & Baroni’s, 2011), with re-
sponses made by either the left or right hand to visual stimuli
presented on either the left or right. However, it added an extra
requirement, that participants delayed their response until they
heard a tone that could occur at durations of 0 ms, 150 ms,
250 ms, or 350 ms after the visual stimulus. The Simon effect
was eliminated for the latter two intervals (see also Burle, van
den Wildenberg & Ridderinkhof, 2005; Vallesi & Umiltà,
2009; Wiegand & Wascher, 2005; but see Ivanoff, 2003 for
a different pattern when the cue could also indicate that the
response be withheld). A second experiment using high- and

low-tone stimuli sought to directly control when response se-
lection could begin. Participants were either given the same
stimulus-response mapping on all trials or the mapping was
varied, being specified on each trial 1 s before, simultaneously
with, or 150 ms, 250 ms, or 350 ms after the visual stimulus.
The Simon effect disappeared for the latter three intervals.
Simon et al. concluded that interference affects the response
selection stage, but that it persists for only around 250 ms.

Several authors have shown that the Simon effect is re-
duced by manipulations that slow discrimination of the rele-
vant attribute. Hommel (1993a) found a reduced effect when
he slowed discrimination through greater retinal eccentricity,
reduced contrast, adding overlaid patterns, or gradually build-
ing up the stimulus over time. Hommel (1994a) found the
Simon effect completely disappeared for a difficult square
versus rectangle discrimination, but was present in the same
paradigm for an easier color discrimination. Roswarski and
Proctor (1996) compared color, circle versus Square, and
rectangle versus square discriminations that took
increasingly longer times to perform, and found an
associated decrease in the Simon effect. Vallesi and Umiltà
(2009) also found that a decrease in the standard Simon task
when the difficulty of a color discrimination was increased.
All of these results are consistent with the idea that the slowed
discrimination reduces the Simon effect by decreasing the
temporal overlap of activation in the cognitive route and the
early occurring – but then quickly reducing – activation in the
direct route. Ivanoff, Klein, and Lupianez (2002) reported an
apparent exception to this pattern, where the Simon effect was
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Fig. 1 Activation (y-axis) associated with irrelevant and relevant infor-
mation, and their sum, as a function of time (x-axis) for conflict trial.
Positive activation values indicate support for the correct response. In
the left panel relevant and irrelevant information diverge from baseline
at the same time but the irrelevant information is initially bigger. In the
middle panel the irrelevant information diverges from baseline earlier
than the relevant information, with both attaining the same peak magni-
tude, but the irrelevant information also decays whereas the relevant

information maintains its peak. In the right-most panel they again diverge
at different times but both maintain their peak magnitude. This peak is
higher for the relevant information and so the same biphasic shape occurs
in the sum. Note that the early summed activity away from the correct
response will likely have a peak magnitude less than the later summed
activity toward the correct response, but is shown as equal in order to
make it easier to contrast the time and magnitude difference accounts
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increased when responding was slowed by an inhibition of
return (IOR: Taylor & Klein, 1998). However, this was attrib-
uted to IOR producing a large increase in interference (by
delaying, increasing, or slowing the decay of activation in
the direct route) rather than as evidence against the overlap
hypothesis.

De Jong et al.’s (1994) seminal paper proposed a more fine-
grained analysis of the Simon effect than is provided by mean
RT, by quantifying interference as a function of overall re-
sponse speed. They introduced the delta function (a term
coined later by Ridderinkhof, 2002b), which is created by
calculating a set of quantiles (e.g., deciles) for incongruent
and congruent RT distributions and then plotting the differ-
ence between corresponding values (see Speckman, Rouder,
Morey, & Pratte, 2008, for technical discussion). De Jong et
al. found decreasing delta functions (i.e., a larger interference
effect for fast than for slow responses), which they interpreted
as indicative of a tendency to respond toward the source of
stimulation that arose quickly after stimulus onset but which
also dissipated quickly. They speculated that dissipation might
be due to either passive decay or active suppression.
Subsequently, support has been reported for both the decay
(e.g., Hommel, 1994b) and suppression (e.g., Ridderinkhof,
2002a, 2002b; Forstmann, van den Wildenberg, &
Ridderinkhof, 2008) accounts.

De Jong et al. (1994) came to the strong conclusion that
Bthe results of the distributional analyses of spatial SRC
[Simon] effects in the experiments reported here almost cer-
tainly provide a reliable estimate of the actual time course of
these effects^ (p.733). Burle et al. (2005) provided converging
evidence for this claim, finding that delta function slopes were
strongly correlated with changes in the Simon effect due to a
direct manipulation of the relative times at which location and
colour information became available. However, Zhang and
Kornblum (1997; see also Roswarski & Proctor, 2003) chal-
lenged De Jong et al.’s conclusion. They pointed out that
delta-function slopes could simply be due to differences be-
tween incongruent and congruent RT variance. If the slower
incongruent responses are also less variable than the faster
congruent responses, a decreasing delta function results.
Zhang and Kornblum provided a detailed analysis of
Kornblum’s (1994) Simon-effect data where variance was
larger for incongruent than congruent conditions and the slope
of the delta function was positive. They also pointed to a
variety of other data sets where the ordering of congruent
and incongruent variances was inconsistent.

In addition to these cued versions of the Simon task, there
have been numerous reports with un-cued Simon tasks where
the Simon interference effect does not decrease with increas-
ing RTs, such as in a horizontal Simon task with auditory
stimuli and also with visual stimuli and response hands
crossed (Wascher, Schatz, Kuder, & Verleger, 2001), and
when responses and visual stimuli are presented in a vertical

arrangement (Wiegand & Wascher, 2005). To explain the dif-
ferent patterns of results obtained with horizontal and vertical
displays, Wascher et al. (2001) proposed that the fast direct
route corresponds to a specialized brain network associated
with grasping that is only active with visual stimuli presented
horizontally and bi-manual uncrossed responding (i.e., the
standard Simon task). Wiegand and Wascher (2005, 2007)
refined this position to address decreasing delta function
found with uni-manual (i.e., different fingers on the same
hand) responding, and vertical presentations with variable re-
sponse rules. However, controversy surroundsWascher et al.’s
(2001) original explanation (cf. Roswarski & Proctor, 2003)
and subsequent developments of it, with Proctor et al. (2011)
saying that these developments need further testing.

The dual-route theories proposed by both De Jong et al.
(1994) and Wascher et al. (2001) have also drawn support
from ERPs, and in particular the lateralized readiness potential
(LRP), which is calculated from the average asymmetry in
ERPs over left and right primary motor cortex. In a vertical
Simon task, De Jong et al. found that the LRP on congruent
trials reached significant amplitudes at 170 ms after stimulus
onset. On incongruent trials, they observed an initial asymme-
try corresponding to the wrong choice in the same time frame.
This initial asymmetry or BLRP dip^ (Leuthold, 2011) in the
wrong direction on incongruent trials generally reaches signif-
icant amplitudes in the same time window (or slightly later) as
the LRP in the correct direction on congruent trials (see also
Stürmer, Leuthold, Soetens, Schröter, & Sommer, 2002;
Valle-Inclán, 1996). While this finding is clear in establishing
that the task-irrelevant spatial information is able to gain con-
trol of the response formulation process, we are not aware of
any LRP studies that have attempted to distinguish between
the time- and magnitude-difference accounts. In fact, we are
aware of only one LRP study that tried to quantify the re-
sponse to the task-relevant source of information in isolation
(Cespón, Galdo-Álvarez, & Díaz, 2012). Somewhat surpris-
ingly, Cespón and colleagues found in this study that the LRP
for incompatible trials (task-irrelevant information) was de-
layed relative to the LRP for neutral trials (task-relevant infor-
mation). Taking this result at face value, it would appear to go
against the widely-held view that task-irrelevant information
gains control of the response formulation process earlier than
the task-relevant information.

It is not clear at this point how this result should be
interpreted, but we note that the neutral stimuli were presented
at fixation in this study, meaning that the neutral stimuli were
potentially better attended than the peripherally presented
stimuli. Furthermore, and more generally, it is well known that
the LRP dip in the horizontal Simon task is very difficult to
disentangle from early sensory ERP components associated
with laterally presented stimuli (Praamstra, 2007). Indeed,
Leuthold (2011) concluded that further work is required to
clarify the conclusions that can be drawn from findings about
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an LRP dip given the inconsistent results for vertical Simon
task and the potential for confounds by sensory components in
the horizontal Simon task. In the present paper, we use statis-
tics measured from reaching movements in a horizontal
Simon task to provide the same sort of fine-grained temporal
analysis of the time course of the Simon effect afforded by
electroencephalograms (EEGs) while avoiding the confounds
noted by Praamstra and Leuthold.

Reach-to-touch paradigm

The reach-to-touch paradigm is becoming an increasingly
popular tool for cognitive scientists. Reaching trajectories of-
fer researchers a continuous behavioral measure that promises
to reveal the unfolding of decision processes with much better
temporal resolution than standard behavioral measures. Not
surprisingly, the reach-to-touch paradigm has already been
used to investigate temporal properties of the Simon task.
For example, Buetti and Kerzel (2008, 2009) had subjects
perform the Simon task by reaching out and touching one of
two response regions, depending on the color of the target
stimulus. In their studies they used Binitial-movement angle^
as their dependent measure. Initial-movement angle is calcu-
lated by taking the angle between the linear path connecting
the start and end positions and the position of the hand at the
point corresponding to 20 % of the total distance traveled.
Buetti and Kerzel argued that the initial-movement angle re-
veals important details about the motor plan that is assembled
just prior to movement initiation.

Buetti and Kerzel (2008, 2009) found an average deviation
in the initial-movement angle towards the incorrect response
for incongruent trials relative to congruent trials. Consistent
with the decreasing delta function reported by De Jong et al.
(1994), the interference effect in the initial-movement angle
decreased as the period of time between stimulus onset and the
movement initiation increased. We will refer to this period of
time as Bmovement initiation time^ (MIT). More specifically,
they found the distribution of initial movement angles to be
bimodal in the incongruent (but not congruent) condition for
trials with the fastest MITs (first 20% of theMIT distribution).
In contrast, the distribution of initial movement angles was
unimodal for trials with longer MITs in both congruent and
incongruent conditions. This finding suggests that the direc-
tion of the initial reaching response on some trials was strong-
ly affected by the location of the target stimulus, but only if the
reaching movement was initiated relatively soon after stimu-
lus onset.

Although these findings from the reach-to-touch paradigm
are encouraging in their consistency with the RT data, we note
that Buetti and Kerzel (2008, 2009; see also Kerzel & Buetti,
2012) consistently observed strong Simon effects in subjects’
fastest set of responses (first quantile). As a result, the findings

reported by Buetti and Kerzel are very similar to the RTeffects
reported elsewhere in that they reveal a strong Simon effect
early on in stimulus processing followed by a weak to non-
existent effect later on, but fail to reveal the gradual emergence
of the effect. To distinguish the time- and magnitude-
difference accounts, one needs to identify when the task-
relevant and irrelevant information first begins to influence
responses. Thus, the goal of the present study was to take full
advantage of the temporal resolution offered by the reach-to-
touch paradigm to establish when in stimulus-processing time
(i.e., relative to stimulus onset) the Simon effect first emerges.

The potential of reaching movements to reveal the real-
time unfolding of mental processes hinges on their co-occur-
rence. That is, a reaching movement can only reasonably be
thought to provide a real-time window on internal cognitive
processes if it is made while those processes are still ongoing.
To achieve this end, in the present study we made use of the
response-signal procedure (Finkbeiner et al., 2014; Ghez,
Favilla, Ghilardi, Gordon, Bermejo, & Pullman, 1997; Reed,
1973, 1976), whereby subjects are trained to initiate their
movement within a 300-ms wide response window that
Bopens^ 100 ms before an imperative go signal and Bcloses^
200 ms after the go signal. The imperative Bgo^ signal is the
final beep in a sequence of three beeps (cf. Kello & Plaut,
2000 for a similar procedure). Importantly, we positioned the
train of three beeps on each trial so that the final Bgo^ beep
was presented at specific points in time relative to the onset of
the target stimulus. In this way, we elicited reaching responses
that commenced across a range of stimulus viewing times,
from before target onset to ~400 ms after target onset. Note
that the response-signal procedure alone with a button-press
response is unable to measure early effects, as stated by
Hilchey, Ivanoff, Klein, and Taylor (2011 see also Ivanoff,
Blagdon, Feener, McNeil, & Muir, 2014): BIn this and other
efforts … we have been unable to get participants to respond
much earlier than about 250 ms post target. Thus, we have
been unable to visualize information processing dynamics
reflecting the hypothesized accumulation of the irrelevant lo-
cation information.^ (p. 240)

In terms of the dependent measure, ours is very similar to
the initial movement angle used by Buetti and Kerzel (2008,
2009), but differs in that we use the mean lateral or Bx^ ve-
locity (see Fig. 2 for the orientation of the x-axis in our para-
digm) calculated across the first 150 ms of the reaching re-
sponse (cf. Finkbeiner, et al., 2014; Quek & Finkbeiner, 2013;
2014). Similar to Buetti and Kerzel’s use of the 20 % point in
the movement, the reason for limiting the dependent measure
to the initial segment of the trajectory is because the initial
segment of the response is informative of the motor plan that
participants had assembled just prior to movement initiation.
To establish the time course of the Simon effect, we grouped
the reaching movements according to when they were initiat-
ed relative to the onset of the target stimulus (MIT) and
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analyzed the initial x-velocities as a function of this period of
target viewing time. As we demonstrate, this analysis allows
us to map out the onset, growth, and subsequent decrease of
the Simon effect in stimulus-processing time. To anticipate
our results once again, we find that subjects’movements early
on in stimulus processing (0~200 ms) are strongly influenced
by the stimulus’ task-irrelevant spatial information but not its
task-relevant properties. In contrast, movements initiated
>200 ms after stimulus onset reveal how the task-relevant
information begins to gain control of the responses. Taken
together, this pattern of results is consistent with the time-
difference account and presents a serious challenge to the
magnitude-difference account.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, subjects were instructed to respond to the
meaning of a target stimulus (the word Bleft^ or Bright^) while
ignoring its position.1 Subjects responded by reaching out and
touching the appropriate response panel that was positioned to
the left or right of the computer monitor (see Fig. 2). Note that
the monitor was far enough behind the response panels (see
BApparatus^ section below) that participants were able to

reach out and touch both response panels without their arm
obscuring the monitor. The target stimuli were presented at
one of four positions, at equal eccentricities, either to the left
or right or above or below the center of the screen. Left and
right positioned targets constituted the congruent and incon-
gruent conditions. The stimuli presented above and below
fixation constituted the neutral condition.

A neutral condition was included to provide a baseline that
enabled us to establish at what points in time the different
stimulus attributes (word meaning vs. position) begin to affect
the decision process. We did not present a neutral stimulus at
fixation as in some earlier studies (e.g., Cespón, et al., 2012;
Wiegand & Wascher, 2005) to avoid confounding the neutral
condition, and hence differences between it and the congruent
or incongruent condition, with the effects of a difference in
eccentricity.

Methods

Subjects

Eighteen undergraduates (12 female) from the psychology
subject pool at Macquarie University participated in return
for course credit. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and all reported being right-handed.

Apparatus

Subjects sat at a desk with a CRT monitor placed 75 cm from
the front edge of the desk (see Fig. 2). Two lateral response
panels (30 cm × 9 cm) were positioned 50 cm from the front of
the desk, one on the left edge of the desk, and one on the right

Fig. 2 Apparatus. Subjects sat at a desk with a CRT monitor and two
lateral response panels. Subjects placed their right index finger at the start
position (white square) to initiate the trial and then responded by reaching

out and touching one of the two response boards. An incongruent trial
from Experiment 2 is depicted in which a red target presented on the left
requires a response to the right

1 Except for the inclusion of a neutral condition in our task, we note that
our design closely follows the BSimon instruction condition^ of
Experiment 2 in Pratte, Rouder, Morey, and Feng (2010). This particular
version of the Simon task was originally used by O’Leary and Barber
(1993). As noted by Pratte et al., this task design corresponds to Type 8 in
the Dimensional Overlap taxonomy provided by Kornblum, Stevens,
Requin, and Whipple (1999) insofar as there is overlap across both
stimulus-response and stimulus-stimulus dimensions.
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edge. The desk was 75 cm wide. Subjects initiated a trial by
moving their right index finger to the Bstart^ position, which
was located in the middle of the desk and close to its front
edge. To respond, subjects reached out and touched the appro-
priate response panel; the left response panel for the target
word LEFT, and the right response panel for the target word
RIGHT.

We used a Polhemus Liberty (240 Hz) motion capture sys-
tem with a small sensor taped to the tip of the subject’s right
index finger to record the subject’s movements during the
experiment. The advantage of using a motion-capture device,
as opposed to a computer mouse (e.g., Freeman, Ambady,
Rule, & Johnson, 2008; Koop & Johnson, 2011), is that it
allows subjects to move freely and naturally in three dimen-
sions. This is important to obtain movements with bell-shaped
velocity profiles that are typical of natural movements and
which are critical to the analyses that we report below.

Subjects wore headphones (Sennheiser 280 Pro), which we
used to present the three beeps guiding response initiation, the
final of which constituted the go signal. In Experiment 1 we
used two different stimulus-onset asynchronies (SOA) be-
tween the target stimulus and go signal: 0 ms and 300 ms
relative to the onset of the target. As mentioned, subjects were
asked to initiate their response within a 300-ms wide window
that encompassed the go signal. If subjects did not initiate their
movement within the response window, the trial was terminat-
ed with a buzz and the appropriate visual feedback (e.g., BToo
Early!^ or BToo Late!^) was presented. Trials that were termi-
nated due to a response window failure were re-presented at a
later point in the experiment. Upon initiating a movement,
subjects were required to maintain a continuous forward
movement over the first 50 recorded samples (~208 ms) and
trials were terminated with a buzz and visual feedback if this
criterion was not met.

Design and procedure

Each trial began with a fixation cross for 500 ms at which
point the sequence of three beeps began. The final go beep
was presented 1,200 ms after the onset of the fixation cross,
either simultaneously with the target stimulus (0-ms SOA) or
300 ms after the target stimulus (300-ms SOA). The target
stimulus appeared in one of four different positions (right,
top, left, bottom), with the innermost edge 6° from fixation.
The two target words (LEFT, RIGHT) were fully crossed with
the three levels of Trial Type (Congruent, Incongruent,
Neutral), to yield six different Trial-Type × Target-Word com-
binations. These six combinations were repeated eight times
per block for a total of 48 trials per block. The target appeared
above fixation on half of the neutral trials and below fixation
on the other half of neutral trials. Thus 33 % of the trials were
congruent (e.g., the word LEFT presented on the left), 33 %
were incongruent (e.g., the word LEFT presented on the

right), and 33 % were neutral (e.g., the word LEFT presented
at the top or bottom position). The experiment began with two
blocks of practice trials (N = 96), followed by ten blocks of
experimental trials (N = 480).

Data analysis

Perhaps the most common way to analyze reaching trajecto-
ries is to calculate the Bpath offset^ or Bcurvature^ of the
trajectory (Atkeson & Hollerbach, 1985; Smit & van
Gisbergen, 1990). However, this dependent measure relies
on movement corrections that occur relatively late within the
reaching movement and, hence, is relatively insensitive as a
measure of how responses systematically vary with stimulus-
viewing times. Because our primary interest was in establish-
ing how the Simon effect unfolds during the course of stimu-
lus processing, our approach is different. As we alluded to
above, we couple the response-signal procedure with an anal-
ysis of the initial x-velocity, which reveals information about
the motor plan that participants had assembled just prior to
movement initiation. We then employ a distribution analysis
whereby we bin the trajectories according to their MIT to see
how the Simon effect emerges over stimulus viewing time.

Note that in a small percentage of trials, the MIT value is
negative due to subjects having initiated their movement with-
in the 100 ms of the response window that precedes target
onset (this occurs only on 0-ms SOA trials). Having a small
percentage of trials with negative target-viewing times is
intended. Because the initial segment of movements that are
initiated prior to target onset should not reveal any experimen-
tal effects, these trials provide a baseline.

To calculate x-velocity, we first filtered the position data
with a two-way low-pass Butterworth filter at 7 Hz and then
we calculated the derivatives (velocity, acceleration) through
numerical differentiation. We then identified the movement’s
onset and offset. Movement onset was defined as the first of
20 consecutive samples that exceeded 10 cm/s in tangential
velocity2; movement offset was defined as the first of 20 con-
secutive samples that occurred after peak velocity and that fell
below 10 cm/s in tangential velocity. We then used a modified
orthogonal polynomial trend analysis (OPTA) to improve the
signal to noise ratio (cf.Woestenburg Verbaten, Van Hees, and
Slangen’s (1983; see also Karayanidis Provost, Brown, Paton,
& Heathcote, 2011). In our modified version of this approach
(cf. Finkbeiner et al., 2014; Quek & Finkbeiner, 2014), the
MITs for each trial are used as the only covariate in a polyno-
mial regression model of the observed x-velocity profiles.
With this approach, one can use the regression model to

2 Tangential velocity is the Bspeed^ of the hand regardless of direction.
Tangential velocity is always positive. Note that we only use tangential
velocity to establish movement onset. The dependent measure is initial x-
velocity, which is a signed value.
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analyze the x-velocity profile for any given MIT, allowing for
a very fine-grained analysis of changes in the reaching re-
sponse as a function of target-viewing time. Because all trials
from each cell of the experimental design contribute to the
regression model, this approach is very effective in increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio. For example, Woestenburg et al.
(1983) reported an increase in signal-to-noise ratio over sim-
ple averaging and Wiener filtering by up to a factor of ten and
Karayanidis et al. (2011) found that OPTA improved the
signal-to-noise ratio by 2.5 times over simple averaging. In
our OPTA procedure, trials within each individual design cell
were ordered by MIT latency from 1 to n, such that the trial
with the shortest MIT was ranked first and the trial with the
longest MITwas ranked nth (where n is the number of trials in
that design cell).We then fitted a polynomial regressionmodel
to the x-velocity profiles that included MIT rank as the only
covariate and polynomial terms up to the 15th order. Terms
that did not explain significant variance were dropped from
the model so that only significant coefficients were used to
generate predicted x-velocity profiles (one for each trial). The
specific OPTA procedure used here has been described else-
where and we point the interested reader to those publications
for a detailed description (cf., Finkbeiner et al., 2014; Quek &
Finkbeiner, 2014). Following the OPTA procedure, we aver-
aged the fitted x-velocity values from the first 150 ms of the
reaching movement and submitted this mean value, which we
refer to as initial x-velocity, to a linear mixed-effects model
(LMM, Bates, 2005), with MIT semi-decile included as a
fixed effect.

To visualize the effect of target-viewing time (i.e., MIT
latency) on the complete reaching response (see the upper
panel of Fig. 3 for the distribution of MIT latencies in
Experiment 1), we used the corresponding MIT rank values
to group the x-velocity profiles into 20 bins of equal propor-
tion (i.e., semi-deciles). The mean trajectory (averaged across
subjects) from each inter-decile range of the MIT ranks is
presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 for the incongruent
condition. It shows that the longer subjects delay their move-
ment, the more quickly they reach peak positive x-velocity
(i.e., movement in the correct direction). The same was true
for congruent and neutral conditions.

Results

The final (i.e., movement end-point) accuracy of subjects’
reaching responses was very high, 99.6 % overall, 99.9 % in
the congruent condition, and 99.2 % in the incongruent con-
dition. Presumably this was because even if the initial move-
ment is in the wrong direction, subjects take approximately
1 second to finish their movement, which appears to be suffi-
cient time to correct any initial waywardness in the hand’s
flight path and arrive at the correct location. Despite the very
high overall accuracy, a paired t-test indicated a reliable

difference between the congruent and incongruent conditions
(t(17) = 2.66, p = 0.016). The accuracy in the neutral condition
(99.7 %) was reliably different from the incongruent condition
(t(17) = 2.36, p = 0.03), but the difference between the con-
gruent and neutral conditions was not reliable (t(17) < 2).

The analyses of initial x-velocity was limited to cor-
rect responses. We used an incremental model compari-
son approach in which we evaluated the contribution of
each term by comparing a model that included the term
of interest with a model that did not include that term. In
each case, likelihood tests were used to indicate which
model should be preferred. Only terms that significantly
improved the fit of the model were included. We includ-
ed subjects as a random effect and Trial Type (congruent,
neutral, incongruent) and MIT percentile (semi-decile) as
fixed effects. Given the curvilinear relationship between
initial x-velocity and MIT, we included up to fourth or-
der terms for MIT percentile in the model (including
higher-order terms did not improve the fit of the model
further).

We report the coefficients (b), standard errors (SE), and t-
values for the model that provided the best fit to the data. As is
typical in reporting the results of LMM analyses, we take a
coefficient magnitude of at least twice its standard error (i.e. |t|
> 2) as our criterion for significance (cf., Kliegl, Masson, &
Richter, 2010; Kliegl, Wei, Dambacher, Yan, & Zhou, 2010).
For the purposes of exposition we only report terms that are
linear in MIT percentile, but note that including the higher-
order terms leads to the same interpretations. Coefficients for
the trial-type factor used the congruent condition as a baseline,
so that negative coefficients indicate smaller x-velocities rel-
ative to the congruent condition.

There was a strong effect trial type with a larger x-
velocity for the congruent condition than the incongruent
(b = -0.58, SE = 0.01, t = 52.48) and neutral (b = -0.30,
SE = 0.01, t = 28.67) conditions. There was also a signif-
icant increase in x-velocity with MIT percentile (b =
42.67, SE = 0.68, t = 61.94) and an interaction between
trial type and MIT percentile (incongruent: b = -15.03, SE
= 0.98, t = 15.27; neutral: MIT b = -6.93, SE = 0.96, t =
7.20). The nature of this interaction is clear in Fig. 4.
Movements initiated within the first ~100 ms after target
onset were, on average, Bdown the middle.^ That is, the
net movement was neither in the correct (positive x-
velocities) nor in the incorrect (negative x-velocities) di-
rection. In contrast, movements that commenced after
~100 ms were dramatically different depending on Trial
Type. On congruent trials, initial x-velocity steadily in-
creased with target viewing time; on incongruent trials,
initial x-velocity became increasingly negative (i.e., in
the wrong direction) for a period of time (~150 ms) before
becoming positive again. On neutral trials, the net move-
ment was Bdown the middle^ (x-velocities were not
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different from zero) for movements that were initiated
within the first ~300 ms after target onset.3

To better understand the unfolding of the effect of trial type,
we then conducted a series of one-sample t-tests (Bonferroni
corrected, 17 degrees of freedom) to determine when (i.e., at
which MIT percentile) the net movements were significantly
different from zero. On congruent trials, the initial x-velocities
were all reliably greater than zero (net movement was in the
correct direction) beginning with movements that commenced
in the seventh MIT percentile (~109 ms). On incongruent

trials, the pattern was biphasic. First, the initial x-velocities
were reliably less than zero (net movement was in the wrong
direction) for movements that commenced in the eighth
through the 12th MIT percentile (~128 ms through
~287 ms). They then became reliably greater than zero for
movements that commenced in the 17th through the 20th
MIT percentile (~356 ms through ~430 ms). On neutral trials,
initial x-velocities were reliably greater than zero beginning
with movements that commenced in the 13th MIT percentile
(~300 ms).

Discussion

Experiment 1 revealed that the initial direction of move-
ments that commence ~150 ms after target onset in both

3 We note that the position of the neutral stimulus (upper vs. lower
hemifield) did not have a reliable effect on responses. We also note that
the un-averaged x-velocities from the neutral condition (one for the upper
stimulus position and one for the lower position) both overlap with the
aggregated values depicted for the neutral condition in Fig. 4.
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the congruent and incongruent conditions is strongly in-
fluenced by the location of the stimulus. This clear influ-
ence of the task-irrelevant spatial information stands in
sharp contrast to the lack of any influence by the task-
relevant information during this early phase of stimulus
processing in the neutral condition (where the stimulus’
position is orthogonal to the response). However, the in-
fluence of stimulus location on the initial direction of the
reaching response is short-lived. The initial direction of
movements that commence just 150 ms later (~300 ms
after target onset) is clearly controlled by the meaning
of the target word, not its location. This is seen most
clearly in the comparison between the incongruent condi-
tion and the neutral condition, where the target meaning
should be the only influence on x-velocity. This finding
appears to clearly reject a pure magnitude-difference ex-
planation, which assumes that both task-relevant and task-
irrelevant information are available at the same time.

However, it is possible that encoding of task-relevant
information was slowed in the neutral condition because
participants paid less attention to the stimulus locations
above and below fixation than to the locations to the left
and right of fixation. This may have occurred because,
even though the overall proportion of neutral trials was

the same as the proportion of congruent and incongruent
trials (one-third each), the proportion of stimuli in the
upper and lower locations was less than it was in the
left and right locations (one-sixth vs. one-third).
Experiment 2 addresses this potential confound by using
each of the four possible stimulus locations equally of-
ten, so that neutral trials were twice as common as con-
gruent and incongruent trials.

Experiment 2

An additional motivation for Experiment 2 was to estab-
lish the generality of the pattern of findings observed in
Experiment 1 by using red and green squares (as op-
posed to words) as targets. This allows us to compare
the dynamics of the Simon effect that we have observed
with targets that enjoy over-learned response mappings
(i.e., the words BLEFT^ and BRIGHT^ in Experiment 1)
with the Simon effect that arises with targets that share
an arbitrary relationship with response location (i.e., the
colors red and green mapping onto Bleft^ and Bright^
responses). We also implemented an improved SOA ma-
nipulation in order to eliminate the bimodal distribution

Fig. 4 Initial x-velocity bymovement initiation time and Trial Type in Experiment 1. Error bars represent within-subjects 95% confidence intervals and
asterisks indicate x-velocities that are reliably different from zero (Bonferroni corrected)
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of MITs shown in Fig. 3 and to obtain a more even
spread concentrated around the critical middle region of
the MIT range.

Method

Subjects

Eighteen undergraduates (ten female) were recruited from the
same subject pool as Experiment 1. Subjects participated for
course credit and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and all reported being right-handed.

Apparatus

The same apparatus was used in Experiments 1 and 2 with the
only difference being that we added the appropriately colored
squares to the response panels in Experiment 2 (see Fig. 2).

Design and procedure

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1 with
some small exceptions. In particular the two targets were
crossed with the four different stimulus locations (right, top,
left, bottom) to yield eight different target-by-location combi-
nations. As mentioned, this design change led to 25 % of the
trials being congruent, 25 % being incongruent, and 50 %
being neutral, with 25% of the neutral stimuli being presented
above fixation and 25 % below. The eight different trial com-
binations were then rotated through each target-to-go-signal
SOA for a total of 40 fully-crossed trials per block. The SOAs
were arranged to yield overlapping response windows, with a
40 % probability of a 0-ms SOA (target and go signal ap-
peared simultaneously), a 40 % probability of a 150-ms
SOA (target appeared 150 ms before the go signal), and a
20 % probability of a 250-ms SOA. The mapping between
target color and response side was counterbalanced across
subjects so that half of the subjects reached to the left for red
colors and to the right for green colors. This mapping was
reversed for the remaining subjects. The experiment began
with two blocks of practice trials (N = 80), followed by eight
blocks of experimental trials (N = 320).

Results

The final accuracy of subjects’ reaching responses was again
very high, with an overall accuracy rate of 99.9 %: 100 % in
the congruent, 99.8 % in the incongruent, and 99.9 % in the
congruent conditions. None of these differences were reliable.
Figure 5 shows MIT distribution for Experiment 2. As in
Experiment 1 it spread over a range from before the target
onset to around 400 ms after, but due to the use of SOAs with
overlapping response windows (compared to SOAs with non-

overlapping response windows in Experiment 1) the MIT dis-
tribution is more evenly distributed over the range in
Experiment 2. The bottom panel of Fig. 5 presents the mean
trajectory for each semi-decile for the congruent condition of
Experiment. Just as in Experiment 1, it shows that the longer
subjects delay their movement, the more quickly they reach
peak positive x-velocity, and again as in Experiment 1 the
same was true in the incongruent and neutral conditions.

The same incremental model comparison approach was
used as in Experiment 1, except that we only included up to
a third of the order terms forMIT percentile (including higher-
order terms did not improve the fit of the model further).
Again, in the interest of brief exposition, we only report the
linear terms from the final model. There were strong effects of
trial type (incongruent: b = -0. 80, SE = 0.01, t = 60.48;
neutral: b = -0.33, SE = 0.01, t = 28.88), MIT percentile (b
= 32.67, SE = 0.69, t = 47.45), and their interaction (incon-
gruent: b = -25.03, SE = 0.96, t = 26.14; neutral: b = -10.04,
SE = 0.83, t = 11.98). Figure 6 illustrates the nature of the
interaction, which was very similar to Experiment 1. All
movements that were initiated within the first ~100 ms of
target onset were, on average, Bdown the middle^ where the
net movements were neither in the correct nor incorrect direc-
tion, but movements that commenced after ~100 ms were
markedly different depending on trial type. On congruent tri-
als initial x-velocity steadily increased with target viewing
time; on incongruent trials, initial x-velocity became increas-
ingly negative for a period of time (~150 ms) before becoming
positive again. On neutral trials, x-velocities were not different
from zero for movements that were initiated within the first
~250 ms of target onset.

We again conducted a series of one-sample t-tests
(Bonferroni corrected, 17 degrees of freedom) to determine
at which MIT percentile the net movements were different
from zero. On congruent trials, the initial x-velocities were
reliably greater than zero (in the correct direction) beginning
with movements that commenced in the seventhhMIT percen-
tile (~129 ms). On incongruent trials, the pattern was again
biphasic; first, the initial x-velocities were reliably less than
zero (in the wrong direction) for movements that commenced
in the eighth through the 14th MIT percentile (~147 ms
through ~232 ms), whereas from the 19th MIT percentile
(~311 ms through ~352 ms) they were reliably greater than
zero. On neutral trials, initial x-velocities were reliably greater
than zero beginning with movements that commenced in the
12th MIT percentile (~206 ms).

Discussion

Experiment 2 largely replicated the pattern of differences seen
in Experiment 1. The absolute values of effects tended to be
faster than in Experiment 1, which may be attributable to the
shorter average SOA in Experiment 2 causing participants to
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speed their overall rate of processing. However, once again,
the initial direction of movements that commenced ~100 ms
after target onset was governed by the location of the stimulus,
but this influence was short-lived, with the initial direction of
movements that commence just 200 ms later (~300 ms after
target onset) controlled by themeaning of the target. Similarly,
the neutral condition indicated that task-relevant information
became available approximately 75 ms after the irrelevant
spatial information. In contrast to Experiment 1, the slower
onset of the neutral conditions cannot be explained by partic-
ipants paying attention to locations in proportion to the prob-
ability that they will contain a stimulus, as the locations used
in the neutral condition had the same probability as the loca-
tions used in the congruent and incongruent condition.

Overall, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 strongly reject
the pure magnitude-difference explanation of the Simon effect

depicted in Fig. 1. These results confirm an assumption about
the time course of processing that is common to many theories
of the Simon effect, that irrelevant spatial information be-
comes available earlier than task-relevant information. The
depth of the implications of these results depend somewhat
on the theoretical framework fromwhich they are viewed. For
example, they are difficult to accommodate if it is assumed
that relevant characteristics have been isolated and stimulus-
stimulus conflicts are resolved in stages completed prior to the
activation of response representations. In contrast, a time dif-
ference could easily be added to a model using Cohen et al.’s
(1990) PDP framework even though it originally assumed
only a magnitude difference. In either case, it is important to
note that our results do not rule out some role for differences in
magnitude modulating the size of the Simon effect, a point
that we now elaborate.
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In the next section we examine sequential effects, which
have not, to our knowledge, been investigated before with the
reach-to-touch paradigm. Sequential effects have been ob-
served in other paradigms previously, whereby the magnitude
of the Simon interference effect on the current trial varies
depending on whether the previous trial was congruent or
incongruent. Because these effects are relatively small, we
were required to combine the data from Experiments 1 and 2
in order to have sufficient power to detect them. We first
review the literature pertaining to these sequential effects in
the button-press paradigm, and then report the results of our
reach-to-touch analysis.

Sequential effects

Sequential effects in the Simon task were first reported in a
pair of conference abstracts (Mordkoff, 1998, and Stürmer,
Leuthold, & Sommer, 1998, as cited in Hommel, Proctor, &
Vu, 2004; see also Stürmer et al., 2002), and have been sub-
sequently replicated by other researchers. Interference (i.e.,
RT for incongruent minus congruent trials) was strong after
a congruent trial but reduced or absent on trials following an
incongruent trial. In both cases an explanation was proposed

in terms of the dual-route model, whereby the type of the
previous trial controlled the influence of the direct route.
The two explanations differed in that Stürmer et al. (2002)
proposed that inhibitory control was only exerted after incon-
gruent trials, whereas Mordkoff (1998) allowed for an in-
crease in the effect of the direct route, and so facilitated
responding after congruent trials.

Both explanations are similar to the conflict resolution and
cognitive control theories of the Stroop effect (Botvinick, et
al., 2001; Miller & Cohen, 2001), making the observed se-
quential changes an integral part of the Simon effect. Hommel
et al. (2004) put forward a different view, proposing that they
were a separate phenomenon related to the automatic conse-
quences of storing associations between stimulus locations
and response locations (Bevent files^) on each trial (e.g.,
Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001). Hommel
et al. (2004) pointed out that associations made on an incon-
gruent trial either completely match or completely mismatch
associations on a following incongruent trial, and so should
either facilitate or not affect current performance. In contrast,
the associations will always contain one element that matches
a subsequent congruent trial and one that mismatches, creating
a conflict that could slow responding. As a consequence the
magnitude of the interference effect is reduced. The opposite

Fig. 6 Initial x-velocity bymovement initiation time and Trial Type in Experiment 2. Error bars represent within-subjects 95% confidence intervals and
asterisks indicate x-velocities that are reliably different from zero (Bonferroni corrected)
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occurs following a congruent trial, so that the magnitude of the
interference effect is increased. That is, the effect of event files
is completely confounded with the sequential effects reported
by Mordkoff (1998) and Stürmer et al. (1998), and so could
provide an alternative explanation not requiring cognitive-
control mechanisms.

Although sequential effects are a robust finding with
button-press responding, they have not been previously inves-
tigated in the reach-to-touch paradigm. Given the differences
between these paradigms it is possible that they may be atten-
uated or absent in our experiments. First, each trial takes much
longer than in the button-press paradigm, due to the extended
response process, so this may weaken effects from one trial to
another. Second, errors are rare or non-existent in the reach-to-
touch paradigm, in the sense that the final location that partic-
ipants touch is almost always correct, which may lessen the
effects of conflict. However, conflict clearly does occur earlier
in the trial, as indicated by the initial velocities in the incorrect
direction shown in Figs. 4 and 6 for incongruent trials, so it is
possible that this will trigger control processes that will create
sequential effects. Similarly, event-file effects could create
sequential effects as both stimulus and response locations ex-
ist in the reach-to-touch paradigm just as they do in the button-
press paradigm. However, if the larger temporal gap between
the initial processing of the stimulus and the final response
weakens their stored association it is possible that event-file
related sequential effects would be attenuated.

Results

We combined the data from Experiments 1 and 2 and submit-
ted it to the same analyses described above, but we now in-
cluded Previous Trial Type as a factor. By including this ad-
ditional factor, we were restricted in our distribution analysis
to binning the data into ten groups of equal proportion
(deciles) instead of the semi-deciles that we used above (see
Fig. 7; note that for clarity we omit error bars in this plot). Our
model comparison procedure revealed that including Previous
Trial Type improved the model’s fit to the data (χ2 (2) = 39.9,
p < .001). Including Experiment did not improve the fit of the
model but, importantly, including the three-way interaction
between Current Trial Type, Previous Trial Type, and MIT
Quantile did (χ2 (12) = 110.5, p < .001). Thus the final model
that provided the best fit to the data included the fixed effects
Current Trial Type, Previous Trial Type, and MIT Quantile,
along with Subjects as a random effect.

Given the complexity of the final model, only a few repre-
sentative linear terms from thatmodel are reported here, which
are Current Trial Type (Incongruentcurrent: b = -0. 17, SE =
0.004, t = 38.07; Neutralcurrent: b = -0.08, SE = 0.004, t =
20.58), Previous Trial Type (Incongruentprev: b = -0.02, SE
= 0.004, t = 5.7; Neutralprev: b = 0.004, SE = 0.004, t = .98),
and MIT percentile (b = 9.1, SE = 0.51, t = 18.74). All of the

interaction terms between Current and Previous Trial Types
were reliable (each |t|> 2). With respect to the three-way inter-
action between Current Trial Type, Previous Trial Type, and
MIT Quantile, this appears to have been carried primarily by
the incongruent trials (Incongruentprev × Incongruentcurrent ×
MIT Quantilelinear: b = 4.8, SE = 0.72, t = 6.7), with all the
other terms only marginally significant. The nature of the
three-way interaction is clear in Fig. 7, where we see (1) that
the effect of Previous Trial Type is strongest when the current
trials are incongruent and (2) that participants are most affect-
ed by the position of the incongruent stimulus on the current
trial when the previous trial was congruent.

To better understand how Previous Trial Type affected the
relationship between Current Trial Type and MIT Quantile
(i.e., the time course of the Simon effect on the current trial),
we conducted a series of one-sample t-tests (Bonferroni
corrected). Although the largest sequential differences oc-
curred when the current trial was incongruent there was some
evidence of a difference on congruent trials for fast MITs. On
CC trials (Congruentprevious , Congruentcurrent), the initial x-
velocities were reliably greater than zero (net movement was
in the correct direction) beginning with movements that com-
menced in the fourth MIT percentile (~129 ms from stimulus
onset). On IC trials (Incongruentprevious , Congruentcurrent), the
initial x-velocities were reliably greater than zero beginning
with the fifth MIT percentile (~173 ms). It should be noted
that the use of one-sample t-tests may be too anticonservative
in this case and that the initial x-velocities for CC and IC trials
were not different from one another in the fourth MIT percen-
tile. Nevertheless, given the within-subjects and within-items
design, it seems informative that, if the preceding trial was
incongruent, our subjects needed to view a congruent target
stimulus for an additional ~44 ms before the directional ve-
locity of the initial segment of their movement was reliably
greater than zero.

For CI trials (Congruentprevious , Incongruentcurrent), the pat-
tern was biphasic. First, the initial x-velocities were reliably
less than zero (net movement was in the wrong direction) for
movements that commenced in the fourth through the seventh
MIT percentiles (~129––267 ms) and then they were reliably
greater than zero again for movements that commenced in the
t en th MIT pe r cen t i l e (~368 ms) . Fo r I I t r i a l s
(Incongruentprevious , Incongruentcurrent), the initial x-
velocities were reliably less than zero for a shorter period of
time (fifth and sixth MIT percentiles) compared to CI trials,
and were reliably greater than zero for a longer period of time
(ninth and tenth MIT percentiles). To look at the differences
between CI and II trials more closely, we analyzed the critical
subset of MIT percentiles (four through seven) to see if there
was an interaction between trial type (CI and II) and MIT
percentile (four through seven). This follow-up analysis re-
vealed a reliable interaction (b = .61, SE = 0.15, t = 4.3).
The nature of this interaction (see Fig. 7) suggests that, when
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presented with an incongruent target, our subjects’ initial
movements were Bcaptured^ by the irrelevant position of the
target stimulus earlier (~44 ms) and for a longer period of time
(~45 ms) if the preceding trial had been congruent.

Discussion

Taken together, our results suggest that sequential effects are
observed in the reach-to-touch paradigm, but that they are
perhaps lesser than in the button-press paradigm. For example,
in their first experiment Stürmer et al. (2002) reported an
average interference effect of 66 ms after congruent trials
and 0 ms after incongruent trials when there were equal num-
bers of each trial type. In contrast, Fig. 7 shows that after a
congruent trial there was still a substantial movement in the
wrong direction on incongruent trials. One possibility is that
our inclusion of a neutral condition, and hence decreased per-
centage of incongruent trials, might decrease the need to exert
control to manage conflict, thus reducing sequential effects.
Although not directly analogous (as they did not include neu-
tral trials) Stürmer et al. also reported substantial sequential
differences in interference effects when they manipulated the
percentage of incongruent trials (80 %: 56 ms after congruent

and −38 ms after incongruent; 20 %: 101 ms after congruent
and −2 ms after incongruent). Hence, it seems likely that there
are other causes of the attenuated sequential effects in our
experiments, such as slower response production and/or lower
error rates.

Although attenuated, there were clear sequential effects,
manifesting mostly on incongruent trials. In this case there
appeared to be a decrease in the overall magnitude of interfer-
ence from the irrelevant information after an incongruent trial.
That is, x-velocity became significantly negative (i.e., in the
wrong direction) later and changed back to positive more
quickly in an incongruent trial that followed another incon-
gruent trial. This magnitude effect is consistent with Hommel
et al.’s (2004) event-file explanation, whichmight be expected
to have a largely additive effect across the time course of
processing. It is less consistent with Ridderinkhof’s (2002a)
interference-suppression explanation to the degree that this
control mechanism is supposed to come into play later in a
trial and so might be expected to predict stronger differences –
given stronger control is exerted after an incongruent trial – for
longerMITs. However, it is possible that sequential effects are
caused by more than one mechanism, explaining the short
MIT differences, and that interference-suppression effects do

Fig. 7 Initial x-velocity by movement initiation time, Current Trial Type, and Previous Trial Type
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not become evident until beyond the range of MITs that we
examined.

Although sequential effects manifested predominantly on
incongruent trials there is some suggestion in our data that,
early in the time course, a previous congruent trial facilitates
processing relative to a previous incongruent trial. This was
suggested by x-velocity trials becoming significantly positive
earlier on congruent trials when they followed another con-
gruent trial than when they followed an incongruent trial. This
pattern is consistent with control processes increasing the in-
fluence of the direct spatial route following a trial on which it
helps responding. It is also consistent with an identity repeti-
tion benefit (i.e., when the two congruent trials are identical)
as proposed by Hommel et al.’s (2004) theory. Again the pos-
sibility of multiple causes means that further research will be
required to disentangle these possibilities.

In summary, the results of our sequential analysis demon-
strate both that evidence for the magnitude-based account can
be detected by our response-signal reach-to-touch methodol-
ogy, and that this account does have a role in the Simon par-
adigm. In our data that role appears to be dissociated from the
main time-based effect, appearing as a secondary and smaller
modulation of it. However, it is possible that with a shorter gap
between trials and with different proportions of congruent and
incongruent trials the magnitude-based effect may have a larg-
er effect.

General discussion

The present study establishes several findings with important
implications for the literature on choice conflict. First, by cou-
pling the reach-to-touch paradigm with the response signal
procedure in the Simon task we were able to elicit responses
across a wide range of stimulus-viewing times. This allowed
us to establish theminimum stimulus-viewing duration needed
by subjects to produce Breliable movements^ – that is, move-
ments that were either reliably correct or reliably incorrect
(i.e., not guesses). In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
the minimum stimulus-viewing duration to produce reliable
movements was longer in the neutral condition than it was in
both the congruent and incongruent conditions. This finding is
consistent with the time-difference account, which holds that
activation from task-irrelevant spatial attributes becomes
available earlier than activation from task-relevant attributes.
Importantly, this finding is inconsistent with the magnitude-
difference account, which holds that activation from both rel-
evant and irrelevant attributes become available at the same
time, but to different degrees.

Second, not only was the minimum stimulus-viewing du-
ration for reliable movements less in the congruent and incon-
gruent conditions, but the first reliable movements in these
conditions were in the correct direction for congruent trials

and in the incorrect direction for incongruent trials. The find-
ing that reliable movements were produced with shorter
stimulus-viewing times in the congruent and incongruent con-
ditions (relative to neutral), and that the first reliable move-
ments in these conditions were in the direction of the stimulus,
provides strong support for the time-difference account of the
Simon effect.

The slow neutral condition

Although most behavioral studies of the Simon effect do not
include a neutral condition, the typical finding with those that
do is that the RTs in the neutral condition are slower than the
RTs in the congruent condition and faster than the RTs in the
incongruent condition (Hommel, 1993b; Simon & Acosta,
1982; Simon & Craft, 1970). This standard pattern of results
is frequently taken as support for the notion that interference
arises as a function of the temporal overlap in response acti-
vation attributed to the transient encoding of spatial informa-
tion and response activation attributed to the slower, but more
persistent, encoding of the task-relevant information. When
the two sources of information conflict, as they do in the
incongruent condition, it takes longer to generate a response
because the conflict must first be resolved. On this standard
interpretation of the Simon effect, responses in the incongru-
ent condition will necessarily lag behind those in the neutral
condition because there is no conflict to resolve in the neutral
condition.

However, we found in our study that the longest minimum
stimulus-viewing time was in the neutral condition. How
should our finding be reconciled with the standard dual-
route account of the Simon effect? In our paradigm, subjects
were given ample time to complete their movements and so
they quickly learned that they could make a correct response
even when commencing their reaching movement within a
few milliseconds of stimulus onset. As a result, subjects could
initiate their reaching responses with impunity. The virtue of
this paradigm is that it relieves the subject of having to resolve
conflict prior to generating a response, and, in turn, provides a
window into the relative strengths of competing sources of
information at different points in stimulus processing. With
this in mind, our finding, where the longest minimum
stimulus-viewing time occurred in the neutral condition, is
consistent with the standard dual-route account of the Simon
effect. Reliable movements could be generated in the congru-
ent and incongruent condition with shorter stimulus-viewing
times because, at the point when the earliest movements were
initiated, the rapidly encoded spatial information was suffi-
cient to produce reliable responses in the direction of the stim-
ulus. In contrast, because our neutral stimuli were presented
along the vertical meridian, the spatial information encoded
by the fast, direct route would have been orthogonal to the
response. Thus, the only way to generate a reliable response in
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the neutral condition would have been via the encoding of the
task-relevant attributes of the stimulus, which is posited to be
in the province of the slower, cognitive route. It follows from
the dual-route account of the Simon effect then, that in our
paradigm, in which subjects are not required to resolve con-
flict prior to initiating a response, the neutral condition should
yield the longest minimum stimulus-viewing times.

Importantly, the minimum stimulus-viewing times in the
neutral condition can be used to index the lower bound on
the time needed for the ‘cognitive’ route to encode the task-
relevant attribute of the stimulus and gain control of the re-
sponse formulation process. The finding that the minimum
stimulus-viewing time was longest in the neutral condition is
very important for our present purposes because it allows us to
adjudicate between the pure time-difference and magnitude-
difference accounts. As we indicated in the Introduction (see
also Fig. 1), both of these explanations provide a straightfor-
ward account of the time course of the Simon effect with end-
point measures, where the magnitude is typically the largest in
early responses and smaller in later responses (but see
Introduction for a review of exceptions to this general pattern).
The critical distinction between the time- and magnitude-
difference accounts is in when the task-relevant information
becomes available. According to the time-difference account,
the task-relevant information becomes available after the task-
irrelevant information. The magnitude-difference account, on
the other hand, posits that both task-relevant and task-
irrelevant information becomes available at similar times in
stimulus processing, but that the magnitude of activation pro-
duced by the task-irrelevant information is greater for a brief
amount of time early on in stimulus processing. Following
from this latter account, the minimum stimulus-viewing times
should be roughly equal across the congruent, incongruent
and neutral conditions, with the only difference being in the
magnitude of subjects' initial velocities. Our findings are clear-
ly inconsistent with this prediction of the magnitude-
difference account.

One might note at this point that our rejection of the
magnitude-difference account depends on the lack of a posi-
tive result in the neutral condition juxtaposed with positive
results in the congruent and incongruent conditions at the
same early time points. A concern with drawing inferences
from a null result is that the failure to reject the null hypothesis
in the neutral condition does not constitute evidence in favor
of the null hypothesis. That is, perhaps the task-relevant infor-
mation began to influence subjects’ responses at the same
points in time across all three conditions but that its influence
was too weak in the neutral condition to detect with standard
null-hypothesis tests.Weakly consistent with this possibility is
the observation that the minimum stimulus-viewing duration
was slightly less in the congruent condition, where both task-
relevant and irrelevant information can conspire together to
yield an earlier response. Thus, to consider this possibility

further, we calculated the Bayes Factor (Rouder, Speckman,
Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009) in the neutral condition at the
same time points that the congruent and incongruent condi-
tions first yielded reliable movements. The value of calculat-
ing the Bayes Factor is that it allows one to quantify the evi-
dence in favor of the null hypothesis.

In Experiment 1, we used the trials from the seventh quantile
to calculate the Bayes Factor in the neutral condition, as this
was the quantile that yielded the first reliable result. This anal-
ysis revealed 4.4 to 1 odds in favor of the null hypothesis in the
neutral condition. Looking at the eighth quantile (when the
incongruent condition first yielded a reliable result), the
Bayes Factor indicated 4.8 to 1 odds in favor of the null hy-
pothesis. Thus, at these two early time points, the evidence is
~4 times greater for the null hypothesis in the neutral condition
than it is for the alternative. In Experiment 2, we see largely the
same pattern. Specifically, the Bayes Factor in the neutral con-
dition at the seventh quantile, where the first reliable move-
ments were observed, was 3.04. This indicates that the evi-
dence was ~3 times greater for the null than the alternative at
this time point. Looking at the eighth quantile, where the in-
congruent condition first yielded reliable movements, the
Bayes Factor in the neutral condition indicated 1.85 to 1 odds
in favor of the null hypothesis. Although this last result does
not constitute strong evidence in favor of the null, the overall
pattern of results is consistent across both experiments.
Namely, at the same time points that the congruent and incon-
gruent conditions first yielded reliable movements, the evi-
dence indicates that the movements in the neutral condition
were simply guesses as opposed to being controlled by the
task-relevant information. This finding undermines the
magnitude-difference explanation of the Simon effect, which
holds that both the task-relevant and task-irrelevant information
gain control of the response-formulation process at the same
time (albeit to differing degrees).

Earliest reliable movements reveal spatial capture

According to the standard dual-route account of the Simon
effect, the task-irrelevant attributes of the stimulus (i.e., its
location) are encoded more rapidly than the task-relevant at-
tributes (e.g., its color). In the standard version of the Simon
task, where participants are asked to Brespond as quickly and
as accurately as possible,^ this assumption leads to the predic-
tion that interference will be maximal across the earliest re-
sponse latencies but then dissipate across the slower re-
sponses. But in a paradigm like ours, where subjects are re-
quired to initiate their responses in synchrony with an imper-
ative go signal, this assumption leads to the prediction that
there should be a stage of stimulus processing in which the
stimulus-response transformation is controlled by the rapid
encoding of task-irrelevant attributes followed by a transition
to a subsequent stage in which the stimulus-response
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transformation is controlled by the slower encoding of task
relevant attributes. The earlier findings by Buetti and Kerzel
(2008, 2009) were largely consistent with this prediction in-
sofar as the initial angle of their subjects’ earliest responses
was bimodal in the incongruent condition. That is, a small
proportion of their subjects’ earliest reaching responses were
initially in the wrong direction. However, because the earliest
responses in their studies already yielded a difference between
congruent and incongruent trials, it was not clear from their
findings when the task-relevant and task-irrelevant informa-
tion first gained control of the response formulation process.
Furthermore, because the largest proportion of the very earli-
est reaching responses in their studies were in the correct
direction, it was not possible to distinguish between the
time- and magnitude-difference accounts of the Simon effect.

The present study has addressed these shortcomings by
coupling the reach-to-touch paradigm with the response-
signal procedure. To our knowledge, the present study is the
first to demonstrate, with overt responses as the dependent
measure, that the rapid encoding of task-irrelevant spatial at-
tributes initially controls the stimulus-response transforma-
tion. Specifically, in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
the movements that were initiated within the first ~100 ms
of stimulus onset were not reliably correct or incorrect: they
were guesses with a mean x-velocity that was not different
from zero. Soon afterwards the first reliable movements
emerged, and these demonstrated a clear capture by the spatial
position of the stimulus, with congruent trials eliciting correct
movements and incongruent trials eliciting movements in the
incorrect direction. Only later, after the first reliable move-
ments emerged in the neutral condition, did the initial spatial
capture give way to responses that were controlled by the task-
relevant attributes of the stimulus. This pattern of results fol-
lows directly from the assumptions of the dual-route models
of the Simon effect but, again, to our knowledge, has not been
reported previously with overt responses.

Although our results support the irrelevant information ar-
riving before relevant information (i.e., the time-difference
account) they do not rule out the possibility that there are also
magnitude differences between relevant and irrelevant infor-
mation. Indeed, our analysis of sequential effects suggests that
they are best explained by a magnitude-difference rather than
a time-difference account. We believe this intriguing finding
deserves further research. One interpretation of it is that cog-
nitive control triggered by the occurrence of conflict is medi-
ated by magnitude rather than timing changes. That is control
acts through a different mechanism than that which mediates
the occurrence of interference in the first place.

Perhaps less obviously, we believe it is important to ac-
knowledge that magnitude differences provide an alternative
explanation to decay of irrelevant information for the eventual
dominance of relevant information. This is illustrated in the
right-most (Bno decay^) panel of Fig. 1, where the two types

of information diverge at different times but both maintain
their peak magnitude (i.e., the irrelevant information does
not decay). However, because the peak is higher for the rele-
vant information it eventually dominates the irrelevant infor-
mation, and so the same biphasic shape occurs in the summed
information as in the other accounts. We believe the latter
observation should be acknowledged and examined more
closely in future research; to the degree that a dependent mea-
sure reveals only the aggregated effects of relevant and irrel-
evant information, it cannot distinguish between decay and
magnitude-difference accounts of the later time-course of the
Simon effect, and indeed other interference effects.

Conclusion

The Simon effect is a unique phenomenon within cognitive
psychology insofar as its magnitude is frequently observed to
decrease with increasing response latencies. The opposite,
where effect size increases with increasing response latencies,
is the pattern that is normally observed in most other tasks. To
explain this reverse pattern, contemporary accounts of the
Simon effect appeal to dual-route architectures, which com-
bine a fast, direct route that encodes the task-irrelevant spatial
attributes with a slower, cognitive route that encodes the task-
relevant stimulus attributes. According to these models, the
magnitude of the Simon-effect is thought to be a function of
both the relative speed and strength of the two routes. The
primary aim of the present study was to pit the relative speed
aspect of this account against the relative strength aspect by
determining whether activation from irrelevant information
becomes available earlier than activation from relevant infor-
mation, or whether they become available at the same time,
but with the irrelevant information initially being stronger.
Our results were most consistent with the relative speed
(time-difference) account but inconsistent with the relative
strength (magnitude-difference) account, except for a smaller
magnitude-based modulation that occurred as a function of
whether conflict was present on the last trial.
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